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(54) SYNCHRONIZATION METHOD AND DEVICE FOR REAL-TIME DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM

(57) In order to solve the technical problem that in
the current real-time distributed systems such as multi-
antenna MIMO system, the implementation of synchro-
nization between distributed modules by means of soft-
ware is of a large time overhead, the invention proposes
a synchronization method and device for the real-time
distributed system, the distributed module determines if
the present module is able to operate synchronously, at
a synchronization start time that is unified with the other
distributed modules; sets the present module’s operate
indication signal in a logic circuit, based on the determin-

ing result; and decides whether the present module is to
operate synchronously, following a rule unified with the
other distributed modules, based on the present mod-
ule’s operate indication signal along with the operate in-
dication signals in the logic circuit set by the other mod-
ules. The invention implements real-time synchroniza-
tion between distributed modules by means of hardware
logic circuit with small operation time overhead, and pref-
erably it only needs several-bit logic circuit and several
cascaded logic gates, the structure is concise, efficient,
and easy to implement and extend.
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Description

Technical field

[0001] The invention relates to the real-time distributed
system, particularly relates to the synchronization meth-
od and device for the processing devices of the wireless
MIMO equipment.

Background of the arts

[0002] Nowadays, high speed data transmission in
wireless communication system becomes more and
more important. This trend raises a very high requirement
of data processing capability in wireless communication
system. Multiple-input Multiple-output(abbr. MIMO) com-
munication system is rising, using several distributed
processing devices which contain several digital signal
processors (DSP) to process physical layer data in par-
allel, in MIMO system.
[0003] Due to the characteristic of multi-antenna MI-
MO system, operations such channel estimation for mul-
tiple channels, modulating and demodulating for data
sent and received by multiple antennas need to be done
by every processors synchronously. For example, re-
ceived data from multi-antenna are needed to be proc-
essed synchronously: each processor processes one an-
tenna’s received data separately, and every processor
process the physical layer data of the same frame and
send the data to MIMO demodulator at the same time.
Thus, synchronous operation among the several proc-
essors turn into extremely necessary.
[0004] Currently, synchronization among several
processors in multi-antenna MIMO system is realized by
means of software. For example, each processor is con-
trolled by its respective controlling process, and every
controlling process realizes their synchronization
through inter-process communication such as signal val-
ue or signal light, semaphore, or shared global variant,
and indirectly controls each processor to operate syn-
chronously. In addition, in some current technical solu-
tions, each process is running on a different CPU, and
each CPU is connected by Ethernet network. In this case,
each process is also synchronized through the Ethernet
protocol.
[0005] Since the communication speed of multi-anten-
na MIMO is very high, accordingly, the requirement of
synchronization processing speed is also high, thus time
overhead for synchronization should be as small as pos-
sible, and this often requires real-time synchronization.
In the current art, implementing synchronization among
distributed modules by means of software, such as inter-
process communication, generally has larger latency, es-
pecially in the case of there is a large number of proc-
esses that need to be synchronized. The synchronization
latency is usually as long as several milliseconds to tens
of milliseconds, thus it will be difficult to meet the real-
time synchronization requirement of the multi-antenna

MIMO system.

Summary of the invention

[0006] In order to provide for the multi-antenna MIMO
a high-speed real-time synchronization required by its
high-speed communication, it is quite necessary to pro-
pose a synchronization method, for distributed modules,
which has a fast synchronization speed and a concise
structure, and is easy to implement and extend.
[0007] According to the embodiment of one aspect of
present invention, it is provided a method, in a distributed
module of a real-time distributed system, used for oper-
ating synchronously with other distributed modules, com-
prising the following steps: i. Determining if the present
module is able to operate synchronously, at a synchro-
nization start time that is unified with the other distributed
modules; ii. Setting the present module’s operate indica-
tion signal in a logic circuit, based on the determining
result; iii. Deciding whether the present module is to op-
erate synchronously, following a rule unified with the oth-
er distributed modules, based on the present module’s
operate indication signal along with the operate indication
signals of the other modules in the logic circuit.
[0008] According to the embodiment of another aspect
of present invention, providing one device, in a distributed
module of a real-time distributed system, used for oper-
ating synchronously with other distributed modules, com-
prising: means for determining, used for determining if
the present module is able to operate synchronously, at
a synchronization start time that is unified with the other
distributed modules; means for setting, used for setting
the present module’s operate indication signal in a logic
circuit, based on the determining result; means for de-
ciding, used for deciding whether the present module is
to operate synchronously, following a rule unified with
the other distributed modules, based on the present mod-
ule’s operate indication signal along with the operate in-
dication signals of the other modules in the logic circuit.
[0009] Preferably, a start interrupt signal generated by
a counter controlling the present module indicates the
synchronization start time, this start interrupt signal is
synchronized with the start interrupt signals provided for
the other modules by other counters controlling the other
modules, the counter controlling the present module is
driven by a first clock signal, the first clock signal is syn-
chronized with clock signals that drive the counters con-
trolling the other modules. Setting the present module’s
operate indication signal to logic true when the present
module is able to operate synchronously; otherwise, set-
ting the present module’s operate indication signal to log-
ic false. Distributed modules determine the logical AND
of the present module’s operate indication signal with the
other modules’ operate indication signals: deciding the
present module is to operate synchronously if the result
of the logical AND is true; otherwise, deciding the present
module is not to operate synchronously.
[0010] Embodiment of the present invention realizes
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the synchronous operation of distributed modules in real-
time distributed system, such as multi-antenna MIMO
system that comprises multiple parallel DSP processors,
by means of hardware. Since the time required by the
logic setting, calculation and determining operations for
the logic devices in logic circuit is very short, the embod-
iments of present invention realize the synchronization
among distributed modules with a smaller time overhead,
synchronize multiple processor real-time in a high speed,
improve the processing capacity of real-time synchro-
nous data processing in MIMO communication equip-
ment, and meet the requirement of the complicated al-
gorisms of multi-antenna MIMO system, then increase
the communication speed. Furthermore, the preferred
embodiment of present invention only needs two-bit logic
circuit and several logic gates, the structure is concise,
efficient, and easy to implement, and it has a convenient
way of cascading expansion.

Brief description of the drawings

[0011] Other features, objective and advantage of the
invention will become obvious by reading the detailed
description to the nonlimiting embodiments with refer-
ence to the following drawings:

Fig. 1 is the a system architecture for realizing syn-
chronization in a 4�4 MIMO receiver, according to
an embodiment of the invention;
Fig. 2 is the flow chart of the method, using by one
DSP in a MIMO receiver shown in Fig.1 to operate
synchronously with other DSP, according to an em-
bodiment of the invention;
Fig. 3 shows the time sequence diagram of logic sig-
nals for synchronization of each of DSP 0 and an-
other synchronous DSP 1 in the MIMO receiver
showing in Fig.1,according to an embodiment of the
invention;
Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of the device, in a
DSP processor of a MIMO receiver, for operating
synchronically with other DSP processors, accord-
ing to an embodiment of the invention.

[0012] In the drawings, the same or similar reference
signs denote the same or similar components.

Detailed embodiment of the invention

[0013] The following part will elucidate the embodi-
ment of the invention from the view point of method, by
referring to fig. 1 to fig. 3.
[0014] Fig. 1 is the system architecture of a 4�4 MIMO
receiver, according to present invention. The system has
4 service boards, namely service board 0, 1, 2, and 3.
Each board has one DSP processor, namely DSP 0, 1,
2, and 3, and each DSP is used to process the data from
one of the four antennas of the MIMO receiver respec-
tively. Those ordinary skilled in the art is able to under-

stand that, since antenna receives data continuously, but
the DSP unit reads data in bursts, thus the buffer zone
(Buffer) is generally configured between the antenna and
the DSP processor. Data received by the antenna was
firstly saved to the buffer zone by FPGA (Field Program-
mable Gate Array), and the DSP reads data from the
buffer. In order to simplify Fig. 1, antenna, FPGA and
buffer zone described above are not shown in Fig. 1.
[0015] On each service board of the receiver, there is
a counter, which provides interrupt signals for DSP proc-
essor. Every counter synchronously provides interrupt
signals for each DSP processor, and the interrupt signal
is used for indicating, for each DSP processor, the syn-
chronization time that is unified with the other DSP proc-
essors, such as the synchronization start time, synchro-
nization end time, etc. Every counter is connected to a
same GPS (Global Positioning System) clock. The GPS
clock receives satellite signals from the sky, recovers glo-
bally unified time information from the satellite signal, and
provides a unified 10MHz drive signal for every counter.
[0016] In addition, the GPS clock also provides one
unified 1Hz time synchronous signal for each counter, in
order to synchronize the counting logic of every counter.
There are two purposes by using the clock synchronous
signal to synchronize the count logic of counters.

1. Since the DSP processor on each service board
are indicated by the interrupt signal provided by the
counter of each service board, whereas the start up
time of each counter of each service board might be
different, thus if not using 1Hz to synchronize each
counter, the interrupt signal generated by each coun-
ter for corresponding DSP processor might not be
generated at the same time, thus leads to deviation
in synchronization for the DSP processor. The em-
bodiment of present invention uses 1Hz rising edge
to trigger synchronization, and to reset and synchro-
nize the counting logic of each counter every one
second. Thereby it is able to guarantee the counter
of each board generates interrupt signal synchro-
nously.
2. The counting logic of the counter is driven by the
10MHz clock, whereas, since the MIMO receiver in
the base station and the mobile terminal are using
different GPS clock, there is some frequency differ-
ence in the separately generated 10MHz clock. The
1Hz clock is used to reset the counting logic of each
counter, so as to eliminate the cumulative effect of
frequency difference between base stations and mo-
bile terminals.

[0017] Understandably, the above unified 1Hz clock
synchronous signal is not a must for the present inven-
tion, and any other method is applicable for achieve the
count logic synchronization between various counter of
various service board, and for eliminating the cumulation
of frequency difference between base stations and mo-
bile terminals.
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[0018] In addition, as shown by the figures, each serv-
ice board also respectively has one-bit logic device Req
and logic device Ack, which are connected with the DSP
processor. Wherein, the logic value (namely true/false,
1/0,or valid/invalid, etc) of each logic device Req is set
by the DSP processors, and this logic value is used to
represent the operate indication signal of the DSP proc-
essor, and determines if the DSP processor is able to
operate synchronously. In an one-bit logic circuit, the log-
ic values of the logic devices Req on each service board
are preformed with logic AND through multiple AND
gates, and the result of the logic AND is sent in the one-
bit logic circuit back to (is set on) every logic device Ack
of each service board. The logic device Ack sends the
logic AND result of each logic device Req to the DSP
processor. In the present embodiment of present inven-
tion, the logic device Req and the logic device Ack are
separate from the DSP processor; those skilled in the art
are able to understand that, in other embodiments, the
logic device Req and the logic device Ack can be inte-
grated in the DSP processor, and their functions are re-
alized by the DSP processor. One or more pins of the
DSP processor are connected with corresponding logic
circuit, which includes logic devices such as AND gate.
These and other manners of implementation are all in
the protection scope of claims of present invention.
[0019] In the present embodiment, within the time of
every data frame, each counter synchronously generates
four interrupt signals with the same time interval. Each
synchronous interrupt signal indicates each time in a
frame for each DSP processor, and also indicates the
synchronization time including the synchronization start
time, the synchronization end time, etc. Wherein, the first
interrupt signal indicates that the frame starts, this start
interrupt signal indicates a unified synchronization start
time for each DSP processor, the fourth interrupt signal
indicates that the frame is going to end, this end interrupt
signal indicates a unified synchronization end time for
each DSP processor. Preferably, when generating the
interrupt signal, the counter also generates an interrupt
signal serial number, eg. 0, 1, 2, and 3, as shown in Fig.
3. The interrupt signal index can indicate which synchro-
nization time it is as the interrupt signal is generated
meanwhile, and these two together indicate every syn-
chronization time for the DSP processor more accurately,
avoiding the confusion that may arise by using interrupt
signals only. Understandably, the interrupt signal index
is not a must, for example, when DSP processor itself
measures and maintains the coming number of interrupt
signal and the synchronization time indicated thereby,
the interrupt signal index can be omitted.
[0020] At the beginning of the frame N, shown as Fig.
3, each counter generates a start interrupt signal and an
interrupt signal index 0. After receiving the interrupt signal
and its index, each DSP processor knows it is the syn-
chronization start time unified with other DSP processors,
then shown as Fig.2, in step S1, DSP 0 determines
whether the present processor is able to operate syn-

chronously. Similarly, other DSP processors also respec-
tively determine whether the present processor is able
to operate synchronously.
[0021] In an embodiment, each DSP processor main-
tains an internal busy/idle flag respectively, indicating if
the present DSP processor is in progress of data process-
ing. In the present embodiment, if the flag is logic false,
it indicates the present processor has no not-finished job,
is idle currently, and is able to synchronously process a
new frame of communication data; if the flag is logic true,
it indicates the present processor is handling the not-
finished job, and is not able to synchronously process
new data. Understandably, the present invention is not
limit to this scheme, in which the DSP processor indicates
and determines the present processor’s operating status
by the busy/idle flag.
[0022] In this case, in present frame N, shown as Fig.
3, at interrupt signal 0, the busy/idle flag of DSP 0 is logic
false, whereas at step S2, the DPS 0 sets the logic device
Req, which is in the logic circuit, of present service board
to logic true, indicating the present processor is able to
operate synchronously. The busy/idle flag of DSP1, 2
and 3 are also logic false, then they also set the logic
device Req to logic true. In order to simplify the figure,
Fig.3 only shows the busy/idle flag of DSP1 and the set
logic device Req. Preferably, the start interrupt signal is
also a reading interrupt signal simultaneously, it indicates
the first reading time in the present data frame time: be-
fore detecting and determining the logic value of logic
device Ack, in order to save time, the idle DSP processors
can read data received by antenna from the buffer, and
do certain data pre-processing. In this preferable case,
each processor switches into busy, and the busy/idle flag
becomes to logic true.
[0023] Then, in step S3, DSP 0 determines if it is to
operate synchronously, according to a unified rule with
other DSP processors, based on the logic device Req
set by the present processor and other logic devices Req
respectively set in the logic circuit by other DSP proces-
sors. Other DSP processors also do the similar operation,
determining if it is to operate synchronously, according
to the unified rule with other DSP processors.
[0024] Specifically, according to the function of logic
circuit mentioned above in Fig.1, the operate indicate sig-
nals set by the DSP processors, which is the logic values
of the logic devices Req, are performed with logic AND,
and the result is set as the logic value of the logic device
Ack on each service board. The unified rule used by each
DSP processor is, determining the logic AND of logic
values of logic device Req of the present DSP processor
with logic values of other DSP processors is true or false:
when the logic AND is true, determining the present DSP
processor is to operate synchronously, otherwise, deter-
mining the present DSP processor is not to operate syn-
chronously. Understandably, in the actual system, after
setting the value of logic device Req, since the time at
which each DSP processor sets the logic value of logic
device Req is not necessarily the same, and the logic
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circuit also needs some time to do the logic AND opera-
tion and to set the logic value of logic device ACK on
each service board, each DSP processor should wait for
a short while from several microseconds to a dozen mi-
croseconds before detecting the ACK signal. During this
waiting time, preferably, in order to use DSP processor
more efficiently, the processors do the data pre-process-
ing mentioned previously, so as to save time appropri-
ately. Understandably, each DSP processor may not do
the data pre-processing after setting its Req signal, and
it just simply waits for several microseconds to dozen
microseconds and detects and determines the Ack sig-
nal.
[0025] In the present frame, since all the operate indi-
cate signals of every DSP processors are true, then they
start to operate synchronously at time t1, and carry out
MIMO data processing. Preferably, each DSP processor
determines to continue data processing on the basis of
the data pre-processing mentioned previously.
[0026] Then, the second interrupt signal, namely the
interrupt signal 1 is a reading interrupt signal, it indicate
the second reading time in the time of present data frame,
at which each DSP processor can read follow-up data
from the buffer and continue data processing. Taking the
method of reading from buffer multiple times in a frame
is able to increase the buffer reading frequency of the
DSP processor, accordingly reduce the capacity require-
ment of A/B buffer. Preferably, since the rate of antenna
receiving is faster, and it generally keeps saving data in
the buffer at the speed of 80Mhz, whereas the DSP proc-
essor read in bursts, the buffer is generally implemented
by using the manner of A/B buffer, that is, at the same
time when FPGA saves data to buffer A, the DSP read
from buffer B. Therefore, when the above interrupt signal
0 occurs, the DSP processor can read data from buffer
A; when interrupt signal 1 occurs at the present time, the
DSP processor can read data from buffer B, and so
fourth.
[0027] Then, shown as Fig. 3, the third interrupt signal,
namely the interrupt signal 2 is another reading interrupt
signal, indicating the third reading time in the time of the
present data frame, and data processing of DSP 1 is
finished, the busy/idle flag is turned to false; but the
processing of DSP 0 is not finished, then it continues
reading follow-up data from buffer, and continues data
processing. In addition, data processing of DSP 2 and 3
are also finished, the busy/idle flag is turned to false (not
shown in figure).
[0028] Then, before the end of the time of this frame
and the start of the time of the next frame, the fourth
interrupt signal, namely the interrupt signal index 3 is an
end interrupt signal, it indicates a unified synchronization
end time. In step S4, DSP 0 sets the operate indicate
signal on the logic device Req to logic false, other DSP
processors also do the similar operation. The interrupt
signal is also a reading interrupt signal simultaneously,
it indicates the forth reading time of present data frame
time, since in present embodiment, the processing of

DSP 0 is not finished, it continues reading follow-up data
from buffer, and continues processing data.
[0029] At the start of frame N+1, similar to the begin-
ning of frame N above, each counter synchronously gen-
erates a start interrupt signal and an interrupt signal index
0 (the interrupt signal index in frame N+1 can also con-
tinue numbering by following the last interrupt signal in-
dex of frame N), indicating a unified synchronization start
time for each DSP processor.
[0030] In step S1’, the DSP 0 determines if it is able to
operate synchronously. Since it has not finished process-
ing data of frame N, the busy/idle flag is still true, and it
must finish processing the rest data, causing it is not able
to synchronously process new frame data in the frame
time of frame N+1. Thus in step S2’, DSP 0 sets the
operate indicate signal namely the logic device Req of
service board 0 to logic false.
[0031] As to DSP 1, 2, and 3, since they have finished
processing the data of the previous frame, their busy/idle
flag are false, and they are able to synchronously process
new frame data in the frame time of frame N+1. There-
fore, they set the operate indicate signal namely the logic
device Req on each service board to logic true respec-
tively. Afterwards, DSP 1, 2, and 3 read data received
by antenna from the buffer, and do certain data pre-
processing, and their busy/idle flags turn to true.
[0032] Then in step S3’ , at the moment of t2, since the
logic value of the logic device Req of DSP 0 is false, the
logic AND of operate indicate signals of the DSP proc-
essors is false, and the DSP 0 determines the present
DSP processor not to operate synchronously in N+1
frame time, based on the logic value. Other DSP proc-
essors also determine not to operate synchronously in
present N+1 frame time accordingly, and they can aban-
don the result of pre-processing, and convert the busy/
idle flag to false.
[0033] Then, within the time of the frame N+1, DSP 0
completes data process of previous data frame. At the
fourth interrupt signal, arriving before the frame N+1 ends
and the next frame starts, the DSP 0 set the operate
indicate signal, namely logic device Req, to logical false.
[0034] Then, when frame N+2 starts, similar to previ-
ous frame N starts, every counter synchronously gener-
ates a start interrupt signal and an interrupt signal index
0, in order to indicate a unified synchronization start time
for every DSP processor.
[0035] Since each DSP processors are at idle status
at this moment, thus they are able to operate synchro-
nously in frame N+2. Afterwards, each processor do the
setting of operate indicate signal, and determine to start
operating synchronously at the moment of t3. The de-
tailed steps are similar to the aforementioned frame N,
and unnecessary description will not be given.
[0036] The above part elucidated one embodiment of
the method of present invention. The following part will
elucidate another embodiment of the invention from the
view point of device, by referring to fig. 4.
[0037] Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of the device 1,
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in a DSP processor of a MIMO receiver, for operating
synchronically with other DSP processors, according to
another embodiment of the invention. The device 1 com-
prising a determining means 10, a setting means 20, a
deciding means 30 and preferable a resetting means 50.
MIMO receivers, each service boards, DSP processors,
each counters, clocks and logic devices Req, AND gates,
and Acks are shown as Fig.1, and are similar to the em-
bodiment of method of present invention, and unneces-
sary description will not be given.
[0038] At the beginning of the frame N, shown as Fig.
3, each counter generates a start interrupt signal and an
interrupt signal index 0. After receiving the interrupt signal
and its index, each DSP processor knows it is the syn-
chronization start time unified with other DSP processors,
then shown as Fig.2, the determining means 10 of device
1 of DSP 0 determines whether the present processor is
able to operate synchronously. Similarly, the determining
means of other DSP processors also respectively deter-
mine whether the present processor is able to operate
synchronously.
[0039] In an embodiment, each DSP processor main-
tains an internal busy/idle flag respectively, indicating if
the present DSP processor is in progress of data process-
ing. In the present embodiment, if the flag is logic false,
it indicates the present processor has no not-finished job,
is idle currently, and is able to synchronously process a
new frame of communication data; if the flag is logic true,
it indicates the present processor is handling the not-
finished job, and is not able to synchronously process
new data.
[0040] In the present frame N, shown as Fig. 3, at in-
terrupt signal 0, the busy/idle flag of DSP 0 is logic false,
then the setting means 20 sets the logic device Req,
which is in the logic circuit, of present service board to
logic true, indicating the present processor is able to op-
erate synchronously. The busy/idle flag of DSP1, 2 and
3 are also logic false, then they also set the logic device
Req to logic true. In order to simplify the figure, Fig.3 only
shows the busy/idle flag of DSP1 and the set logic device
Req. Preferably, the start interrupt signal is also a reading
interrupt signal simultaneously, it indicates the first read-
ing time in the present data frame time: before detecting
and determining the logic value of logic device Ack, in
order to save time, the determining means 10 determines
the present idle DSP processor to read data received by
antenna from the buffer, and do certain data pre-process-
ing. Thus, each reading means 40 of every processor
read data from the buffer, DSP processor processes data
received, and switches into busy, and the busy/idle flag
becomes to logic true.
[0041] Then, the deciding means 30 determines if DSP
0 is to operate synchronously, according to a unified rule
with other DSP processors, based on the logic device
Req set by the present processor and other logic devices
Req respectively set in the logic circuit by other DSP proc-
essors. Other DSP processors also do the similar oper-
ation, determining if it is to operate synchronously, ac-

cording to the unified rule with other DSP processors.
[0042] Specifically, according to the function of logic
circuit mentioned above in Fig.1, the operate indicate sig-
nals set by the DSP processors, which is the logic values
of the logic devices Req, are performed with logic AND,
and the result is set as the logic value of the logic device
Ack on each service board. The unified rule used by the
deciding means 30 is, determining the logic AND of logic
values of logic device Req of the present DSP processor
with logic values of other DSP processors is true or false:
when the logic AND is true, determining the present DSP
processor is to operate synchronously, otherwise, deter-
mining the present DSP processor is not to operate syn-
chronously.
[0043] Understandably, in the actual system, after set-
ting the value of logic device Req, since the time at which
each DSP processor sets the logic value of logic device
Req is not necessarily the same, and the logic circuit also
needs some time to do the logic AND operation and to
set the logic value of logic device ACK on each service
board, each DSP processor should wait for a short while
from several microseconds to a dozen microseconds be-
fore detecting the ACK signal. During this waiting time,
preferably, in order to use DSP processor more efficient-
ly, the processors do the data pre-processing mentioned
previously, so as to save time appropriately.
[0044] In the present frame, since all the operate indi-
cate signals of every DSP processors are true, then they
start to operate synchronously at time t1, and carry out
MIMO data processing. Preferably, the deciding means
30 determines the present DSP processor to continue
data processing on the basis of the data pre-processing
mentioned previously.
[0045] Then, the second interrupt signal, namely the
interrupt signal 1 is a reading interrupt signal, it indicate
the second reading time in the time of present data frame,
at which the reading means 40 can read follow-up data
from the buffer, and DSP processor continues data
processing based on the follow-up data read. Preferably,
since the rate of antenna receiving is faster, and it gen-
erally keeps saving data in the buffer at the speed of
80Mhz, whereas the DSP processor read in bursts, the
buffer is generally implemented by using the manner of
A/B buffer, that is, at the same time when FPGA saves
data to buffer A, the DSP read from buffer B. Therefore,
when the above interrupt signal 0 occurs, the DSP proc-
essor can read data from buffer A; when interrupt signal
1 occurs at the present time, the DSP processor can read
data from buffer B, and so fourth. Taking the method of
reading from buffer multiple times in a frame is able to
increase the buffer reading frequency of the DSP proc-
essor, accordingly reduce the capacity requirement of
A/B buffer.
[0046] Then, shown as Fig. 3, the third interrupt signal,
namely the interrupt signal 2 is another reading interrupt
signal, indicating the third reading time in the time of the
present data frame, and data processing of DSP 1 is
finished, the busy/idle flag is turned to false; but the
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processing of DSP 0 is not finished, then the reading
means 40 continues reading follow-up data from buffer,
and DSP 0 continues data processing. In addition, data
processing of DSP 2 and 3 are also finished, the busy/
idle flag is turned to false (not shown in figure).
[0047] Then, before the end of the time of this frame
and the start of the time of the next frame, the fourth
interrupt signal, namely the interrupt signal index 3 is an
end interrupt signal, it indicates a unified synchronization
end time. In step S4, DSP 0 sets the operate indicate
signal on the logic device Req to logic false, other DSP
processors also do the similar operation. The interrupt
signal is also a reading interrupt signal simultaneously,
it indicates the forth reading time of present data frame
time, since in present embodiment, the processing of
DSP 0 is not finished, the reading means 40 continues
reading follow-up data from buffer, DSP 0 continues
processing data.
[0048] At the start of frame N+1, similar to the begin-
ning of frame N above, each counter synchronously gen-
erates a start interrupt signal and an interrupt signal index
0 (the interrupt signal index in frame N+1 can also con-
tinue numbering by following the last interrupt signal in-
dex of frame N), indicating a unified synchronization start
time for each DSP processor.
[0049] The determining means 10 determines if DSP
0 is able to operate synchronously. Since DSP 0 has not
finished processing data of frame N, the busy/idle flag is
still true, and it must finish processing the rest data, caus-
ing it is not able to synchronously process new frame
data in the frame time of frame N+1. Thus the setting
means 20 sets the operate indicate signal namely the
logic device Req of service board 0 to logic false.
[0050] As to DSP 1, 2, and 3, since their determining
means determines that they have finished processing
the data of the previous frame, their busy/idle flag are
false, and they are able to synchronously process new
frame data in the frame time of frame N+1. Therefore,
they set the operate indicate signal namely the logic de-
vice Req on each service board to logic true respectively.
Afterwards, the reading means of DSP 1, 2, and 3 re-
spectively read data received by antenna from their re-
spective buffers, do certain data pre-processing, and
their busy/idle flags turn to true.
[0051] Then at the moment of t2, since the logic value
of the logic device Req of DSP 0 is false, the logic AND
of operate indicate signals of the DSP processors is false,
the deciding means 30 of DSP 0 determines the present
DSP processor not to operate synchronously in N+1
frame time, based on the logic value. Other DSP proc-
essors also determine not to operate synchronously in
present N+1 frame time accordingly, and they can aban-
don the result of pre-processing, and convert the busy/
idle flag to false. Then, within the time of the frame N+1,
DSP 0 completes data process of previous data frame.
At the fourth interrupt signal, arriving before the frame
N+1 ends and the next frame starts, the DSP 0 sets the
operate indicate signal, namely logic device Req, to log-

ical false.
[0052] Then, when frame N+2 starts, similar to previ-
ous frame N starts, every counter synchronously gener-
ates a start interrupt signal and an interrupt signal index
0, in order to indicate a unified synchronization start time
for every DSP processor.
[0053] Since each DSP processors are at idle status
at this moment, thus they are able to operate synchro-
nously in frame N+2. Then after the determining means
of each processor determines to be able to operate syn-
chronously, each setting means do the setting of operate
indicate signal, and each determine means determines
to start operating synchronously at the moment of t3. The
detailed steps are similar to the aforementioned frame
N, and unnecessary description will not be given.
[0054] Above describes the present invention, by us-
ing the example in which the DSP processors synchro-
nously read from buffer and process data received by
each antenna in multi-antenna MIMO system. Under-
standably, the present invention is also applicable for the
DSP synchronously processing transmitting data of each
antenna and providing the data via buffer zone for each
antenna, wherein, the synchronization process of each
DSP is similar to mentioned above procedure. In syn-
chronization operation process, similarly to the reading
time above, each DSP processor uses a write device to
write communication data into buffer zone connected to
the antenna corresponding to the present DSP processor
at several write time in the time of communication frame.
The write time is indicated by multiple write interrupt sig-
nals provided by counter which controls present DSP
processor. Understandably, the time of the above logic
setting, calculation and determinations, in logic devices
in the hardware logic circuits, is very short and generally
only needs several microseconds to a dozen microsec-
onds, thus the time overhead needed for synchronization
is much less than the several milliseconds to dozen mil-
liseconds which is present in the traditional software in-
ter-process communications. It synchronizes multiple
DSP processors in real time, guarantees synchronization
processing speed of DSP processors, and increases the
communication speed of multi-antenna MIMO commu-
nication system. Furthermore, the implementation of
present invention only needs several logic circuits such
as logic AND gates, and the structure is concise and ef-
ficient, and easy to implement. And since each logic AND
gate is connected by cascading, when it is required to
increase or decrease service boards or DSP processors
according to the capacity of system, it only needs to in-
crease or decrease the cascading connection of logic
devices, which is quite convenient for extension, and
does not increase the time overhead for synchronize.
Above describe the present invention based on the ex-
ample in which whether to operate synchronously is de-
termined according to the logic AND of operate indication
signals of each DSP processor. Understandably, the
present invention is not limited to synchronization accord-
ing to logic AND, for example, when the operate indicate
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signal of DSP processor uses logic false to indicate it is
able to operate synchronously and logic true to indicate
it is not able to operate, corresponding logic function is
the logic OR of each operate indicate signals: when the
logic OR is false, each DSP processor works synchro-
nously; otherwise, each DSP processor does not operate
synchronously. The logic circuit is able to use cascading
of several OR gates to implement the technical solution.
According to instruction of present invention, those
skilled in the art is able to design a configuration, a de-
termination logic of operate indicate signal, and a corre-
sponding logic circuit, based on actual system require-
ment, these solution are all within the scope of protection
claimed by present invention. And the description will not
give unnecessary details.
[0055] In the embodiment above, each counter, which
is synchronized with each other and driven by same GPS
clock, provides unified synchronization start time and
synchronization end time to each DSP processor respec-
tively. Those skilled in the art is able to understand that
the present invention is not limited to this: each counter
is also able to be driven respectively by several synchro-
nous clocks with the same source frequency, such as
atomic clock; or each DSP processor shares one counter,
etc. These schemes and other unmentioned schemes
are all within the scope of protection claimed by present
invention.
[0056] Above describes the present invention by ap-
plication of the present invention in MIMO communication
device of wireless communication. Understandably, the
present invention is not limited to this, and is applicable
for any device requiring real-time distributed processing,
such as multi-processors computer for real-time distrib-
uted computing used for network protocol simulation, or
router computing. Based on the present invention, those
skilled in the art is able to reasonably predict that every
real-time distributed system is equivalent and alternative
of the multi-antenna MIMO device mentioned in embod-
iment of present invention, and the present invention is
also applicable for these alternative equivalents.
[0057] Above described the embodiment of the
present invention, what is needed to understand is, the
present invention is not limited to specific embodiment
mentioned above, those skilled in the art is able to make
various variation and modification within the scope of
right claimed in appendix.

Claims

1. A method, in a distributed module of a real-time dis-
tributed system, used for operating synchronously
with other distributed modules, comprising the fol-
lowing steps:

i. determining if the present module is able to
operate synchronously, at a synchronization
start time that is unified with the other distributed

modules;
ii. setting the present module’s operate indica-
tion signal in a logic circuit, based on the deter-
mining result;
iii. deciding whether the present module is to
operate synchronously, following a rule unified
with the other distributed modules, based on the
present module’s operate indication signal
along with the operate indication signals in the
logic circuit respectively set by the other mod-
ules.

2. A method according to claim 1, characterized in
that, said synchronization start time is indicated by
a start interrupt signal generated by a counter con-
trolling the present module, this start interrupt signal
is synchronized with the start interrupt signals pro-
vided for the other modules by other counters con-
trolling the other modules, the counter controlling the
present module is driven by a first clock signal, the
first clock signal is synchronized with clock signals
that drive the counters controlling the other modules.

3. A method according to claim 2, characterized in
that, the synchronization start time is also indicated
by an interrupt signal index provided by the counter
controlling the present module.

4. A method according to claim 2 or 3, characterized
in that, the counter controlling the present module
is synchronized with the counters controlling the oth-
er modules by a second clock signal.

5. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 3, char-
acterized in that, in said step i:

Determining if the present module is able to op-
erate synchronously based on a busy/idle flag:
determining the present module is able to oper-
ate synchronously if the flag is in idle; otherwise,
determining the present module is unable to op-
erate synchronously.

6. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 3, char-
acterized in that, in said step ii:

- setting the present module’s operate indication
signal to logic true when the present module is
able to operate synchronously,; otherwise, set-
ting the present module’s operate indication sig-
nal to logic false;
Said step iii also comprises:

- determining the logical AND of the present
module’s operate indication signal with the
other modules’ operate indication signals:
deciding the present module is to operate
synchronously if the result of the logical
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AND is true; otherwise, deciding the present
module is not to operate synchronously.

7. A method according to claim 6, characterized in
that, in said step i:

- determining the present module to do pre-op-
erate when the present module is able to operate
synchronously;
and in step iii:
- deciding the present module is to operate syn-
chronously on the basis of the pre-operate,
when deciding the present module is to operate
synchronously.

8. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 3, char-
acterized in that, further comprising the following
steps:

iv. resetting the operate indication signal of the
present module in the logic circuit, at a synchro-
nization end time unified with the other modules,
said unified synchronization end time is indicat-
ed by an end interrupt signal which is provided
by the counter controlling the present module,
and the end interrupt signal is synchronized with
the end interrupt signals provided for the other
modules by the counters controlling the other
modules.

9. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 3, char-
acterized in that, the real-time distributed system
is a MIMO communication equipment used for wire-
less communication, the present module and the oth-
er modules are signal processing devices of the MI-
MO communication equipment.

10. A method according to claim 9, further comprising
the following steps after step iii:

- reading data from a buffer zone connected to
an I/O device corresponding to the present mod-
ule for processing, respectively at multiple read-
ing time points in a communicating frame, when
the present module is operating synchronously,
the multiple reading time points are indicated by
reading interrupt signals provided by the counter
controlling the present module; and/or,
- writing date to a buffer zone connected to an
I/O device corresponding to the present module,
respectively at multiple writing time points in a
communicating frame, when the present module
is operating synchronously, the multiple writing
time points are indicated writing interrupt signals
provided by the counter controlling the present
module.

11. A device, in a distributed module of a real-time dis-

tributed system, used for operating synchronously
with other distributed modules, comprising:

- means for determining, used for determining if
the present module is able to operate synchro-
nously, at a synchronization start time that is uni-
fied with the other distributed modules;
- means for setting, used for setting the present
module’s operate indication signal in a logic cir-
cuit, based on the determining result;
- means for deciding, used for deciding whether
the present module is to operate synchronously,
following a rule unified with the other distributed
modules, based on the present module’s oper-
ate indication signal along with the operate in-
dication signals in the logic circuit set by the oth-
er modules.

12. A device according to claim 11, characterized in
that, the synchronization start time is indicated by a
start interrupt signal generated by a counter control-
ling the present module, this start interrupt signal is
synchronized with the start interrupt signals provided
for the other modules by other counters controlling
the other modules, the counter controlling the
present module is driven by a first clock signal, the
first clock signal is synchronized with clock signals
that drive the counters controlling the other modules.

13. A device according to claim 12, characterized in
that, the synchronization start time is also indicated
by an interrupt signal index provided by the counter
controlling the present module.

14. A device according to claim 12 or 13, characterized
in that, the counter controlling the present module
is synchronized with the counters controlling the oth-
er modules by a second clock signal.

15. A device according to any one of claims 11 to 13,
characterized in that, said determining means are
used for:

Determining if the present module is able to op-
erate synchronously based on a busy/idle flag:
determining the present module is able to oper-
ate synchronously if the flag is in idle; otherwise,
determining the present module is unable to op-
erate synchronously.

16. A device according to any one of claims 11 to 13,
characterized in that, said setting means are used
for:

- setting the present module’s operate indication
signal to logic true when the present module is
able to operate synchronously; otherwise, set-
ting the present module’s operate indication sig-
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nal to logic false;
Said deciding means are used for:

- determining the logical AND of the present
module’s operate indication signal with the
other modules’ operate indication signals:
deciding the present module is to operate
synchronously if the result of the logical
AND is true; otherwise, deciding the present
module is not to operate synchronously.

17. A device according to claim 16, characterized in
that, said determining means are also used for:

- determining the present module to do pre-op-
erate when the present module is able to operate
synchronously;
Said deciding means are also used for:

- deciding the present module is to operate
synchronously on the basis of the pre-op-
erate, when deciding the present module is
to operate synchronously.

18. A device according to any one of claims 11 to 13,
characterized in that, further comprising:

- means for resetting, used for resetting the op-
erate indication signal of the present module in
the logic circuit, at a synchronization end time
unified with the other modules, said unified syn-
chronization end time is indicated by an end in-
terrupt signal which is provided by the counter
controlling the present module, and the end in-
terrupt signal is synchronized with the end inter-
rupt signals provided for the other modules by
the counters controlling the other modules.

19. A device according to any one of claims 11 to 13,
characterized in that, this real-time distributed sys-
tem is a MIMO communication equipment used for
wireless communication, the present module and the
other modules are signal processing devices of the
MIMO communication equipment.

20. A device according to claim 19, characterized in
that, further comprising:

- means for reading, used for reading data from
a buffer zone connected to an I/O device corre-
sponding to the present module for processing,
respectively at multiple reading time points in a
communicating frame, when the present module
is operating synchronously, the multiple reading
time points are indicated by a reading interrupt
signal provided by the counter controlling the
present module; and/or,
- means for writing, used for writing date to a

buffer zone connected to an I/O device corre-
sponding to the present module, respectively at
multiple writing time points in a communicating
frame, when the present module is operating
synchronously, the multiple writing time points
are indicated by writing interrupt signals provid-
ed by the counter controlling the present mod-
ule.

21. A signal processing device of MIMO communication
equipment, characterized in that, comprising the
device according to claim 19.

22. A MIMO communication equipment, characterized
in that, comprising one or multiple signal processing
devices according to claim 21.
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